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About CONNECTIVITY

Humanity is constantly connecting its life to the Cloud with 
the aim of making everything accessible and easy by the 
touch of a button, from the smart watch on your wrist to 
the appliance in your kitchen top. Connecting light’s to 
the cloud doesn’t stop with a single button! Connected 
lighting is all about lights, sensors and other devices sharing 
information, making complex decisions, recording events 
and creating human comfort all while saving energy.
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Utilising the latest Bluetooth mesh technology Li-Connect allows all lighting fixtures to be controlled 
wirelessly. Fixtures, sensors, switches and smart phone apps now form part of one Bluetooth 
ecosystem each sharing its information and parameters with all devices that’s part of the network. 
Devices are configured with the app to use this information to control with.

The Li-Connect Solution

The Li-Connect solution is based on Bluetooth low energy, state–of–the–art wireless technology and the only low power 
wireless technology in all modern smartphones, tablets and even smart watches, making it the only mainstream and 
future proof low power radio technology in the world.

On top of Bluetooth    y, the Li-Connect technology provides a mesh network where all the intelligence of the system is 
replicated in every node and, in such a way, creates a system with no single points of failure.

Such self–organising wireless mesh network can control a large number of fixtures from any point. It also allows 
for firmware updates over the network, allowing any kind of changes to be made over–the–air. In this kind of fully 

distributed and symmetric architecture, any unit can go offline and catch up from others when they return back online.

9 CONNECTIVITY
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LiCon-DSA The DSA acts both as a controller and as a power supply making it possible to connect 
directly to an LED driver with DALI interface without the need for an external DALI power 
supply. This so called Standalone DALI makes it possible to implement multi–channel lighting 
systems with adjustable colour (RGB) or colour temperature, while keeping the wiring and 
number of components at their minimum.

LiCon-PWM4 The PWM4 can control up to four channels making it an ideal partner for RGBW and 
tuneable white (TW) applications. The maximum combined output current is 6 A which 
can be freely divided between 1 – 4 channels. PWM4 is protected against overvoltage, 
overcurrent and short circuit situations.

LiCon-DET The DET is a Bluetooth controllable, Li-Connect enabled trailing–edge dimmer for operation 
of incandescent lamps, dimmable LED lamps and dimmable LED control gear. DET is able 
to control up to 150 W. The maximum permissible load varies according to different load 
types.

LiCon-RSA The RSA can be configured to control 2 single channel drivers or 1 multi–channel driver. Both 
0–10 VDC channels can be configured to control 2 channels of brightness or one channel.

The RSA also has a sensor input which works with all standard low voltage occupancy 
sensors. The sensor input can also be configured to accept a signal from a light sensor.

9.1 LI-CONNECT BLUETOOTH CONTROL
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LiCon-CEFL

Max Height: 5m

Coverage 7m

Recessed Mount Occupancy (PIR) and Light sensor

LiCon-CESR

Max Height: 14m

Coverage 28m

Surface Mount Highbay Occupancy (PIR) and Light sensor 
– Wide

LiCon-HBWD

Max Height: 5m

Coverage 7m

Recessed Mount Occupancy (PIR) and Light sensor

LiCon-HBND

Max Height: 12m

Coverage 3x15m

Surface Mount Highbay Occupancy (PIR) and Light sensor 
– Narrow

LiCon-CEDRPLR

Max Height: 3 to 5m

Coverage 25m

Surface Mount Highbay Occupancy (PIR) and Light sensor 
– Long Range

LiCon-LS/PD

Max Height: 4m

Coverage 6m

Fixture integrated Occupancy (PIR) and Light sensor

Li-Connect SENSORS

9 CONNECTIVITY
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LiCon-Press

LiCon-CESR

Li-Connect SWITCHES

The Press is a wireless user interface. The four target buttons can control 
a scene or an animation of the user’s choice or simply one luminaire, 
one luminaire group or all lamps together if so desired.

The Bless is a range of batteryless Bluetooth switches complete with 
cover plates and switches. 

9.1 LI-CONNECT BLUETOOTH CONTROL
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PXC CONTROL

The PXC range of products are inhouse developed products based on the modular range of 
controllers and I/O from Phoenix Contact. These solutions are meant for smaller standalone 
solutions where an unsophisticated control is required.

Phoenix Contact is a German product with a world wide footprint. Their products are modular and of the highest 
quality. Lighting Innovations Africa has more than 10 years experience on this product and have completed various 

projects with it.

9 CONNECTIVITY
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PxC-Sens-* (R/S/F)

The PxC–Sens is a DALI based sensor available as a recessed, surface or fixture mount. 
It is both an occupancy and light sensor. 

PxC-Basic-AV

The PxC–AV is a software add–on to the PxC–Basic–Con that allows the control of 
zones via AV systems through a standard TCP/IP port. 

PxC-Butt

The PxC–Butt is a 4 button interface. Each button can be configured for various 
functions 

PxC-Basic-Con-* (1-4)

The Pxc–Basic–Con is a DALI controller with 1 to 4 Dali channels. It comes complete 
with an integrated web server with HTML5 capability for controlling lighting zones. This 
controller is ideal for meeting room control.

PxC-Basic-Touch-* (7-10)

The Pxc–Basic–Touch is a web based touch screen and comes in a 7 and 10 inch 
model. The screen can be surface or recessed mounted. The screen can control 
multiple zones in a room. Standard Functions include On,Off, Up, Down, Scene 1 to 6

PxC DALI Basic
9.2 PXC DALI LIGHTING CONTROL
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PxC-Pro-Bac-* (1,5,10,20)

The PxC–Pro–Bac is a Bacnet interface for the Pro controller and is availible in 4 versions 100 
tags, 500 tags, 1000 tags and 2000 tags

PxC-Pro-Mod

The PxC–Pro–Bac is a Modbus TCP/IP interface for the Pro controller.

License Key

Program and configuration memory, plug–in, 2 GB, with license key and application 
program for lighting control

PxC-Pro-Con-*(1-8)

The Pxc–Pro–Con is a DALI controller with 1 to 8 Dali channels. It comes complete with 
an integrated web server with HTML5 capability for controlling lighting Zones. 

This controller is ideal for small to medium Dali installations

PxC-Pro-Graph-*

The PxC–Pro–Graph is a full Scada type graphical interface for the Pro Controller. 

The package includes full mimic graphics, alarming, Trending and Schedules

PxC DALI Professional
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Wireless Light Sensor

Wireless light sensor for blind systems. Can also be used to control light at sunset. Configured 
via airConfig.

Wireless Light Sensor

Wireless light sensor for blind systems. Can also be used to control light at sunset. Configured 
via airConfig.

EnOcean Wireless 
Receiver

Several EnOcean SRC–RS485 EVC wireless receivers can be connected via the Inline 
terminal IB IL RS 485/422–PRO–PAC. Up to 50 EnOcean wireless sensors can be read in 
via an RS–485 terminal.

EnOcean Multi sensor

The EnOcean self powered multi sensor detects light and motion. No battery or wiring 
necessary.

9.2 PXC DALI LIGHTING CONTROL
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PXC CONTROL

The success of the light management system is mainly due to two things: hardware and software. 
It is based on DALI and a wireless mesh network based on the ZigBee standard and uses standard 
lighting control components. The core element of the system is the innovative Polaris 3D software. 
With six energy management strategies, it is even possible to increase energy savings by up to 
75 %. With ENCELIUM, changing and enhancing your lighting has never been so easy.

9 CONNECTIVITY
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DALI LS/PD Sensor As part of the ENCELIUM DALI light management system (LMS), the DALI LS/PD LI 
compact light and presence sensor is easy to attach to luminaires and has a direct 
DALi–Connection. The light sensor has a working range of 20 – 800 lx (measured from 
the sensor) while the presence sensor uses a passive IR element. This sensor has a 
mounting height of 2 – 5 meters and you may find it particularly good for industrial 
lighting and office lighting.

DALI Highbay Adapter The Highbay adapter enables third party motion sensors to be connected to the 
system. It has a built-in light sensor for daylight harvesting as well.

DALI HF Sensor The HF LS LI provides presence detection via an active radar sensor element, and has 
an adjustable motion detection range. The light sensor works between 20 and 800 lx 
(measured at sensor) and the unit has an integrated infrared remote control receiver. 
You connect it with a polarity–reversal–protected 4p4c socket (RJ10). The HF LS LI has 
a mounting height of 2 – 13 meters, which makes it suitable for use in industrial lighting 
applications, such as corridor lighting control in logistics centres and factory halls, and 
generally for areas with high ceilings. Its benefits include a V(λ) corrected light sensor 
element, and individual activation/deactivation via remote control.

Encelium SSU The SSU is the heart of the system. From this platform all graphics and reporting is 
hosted on the Polaris 3D platform. The unit fits into a standard 19 inch rack and needs 
2U space. 

Encelium ECU The ENCELIUM ECU DALI controller gives you individual control of your light, allowing 
you to schedule, allocate and manage light in a resource–efficient and practical 
way. This unit provides daylight–dependent and presence–dependent control of light, 
along with intelligent scheduling, task–related lighting, variable load distribution, real–
time light control, analysis of energy consumption and lamp failure display. The ECU 
DALI is great for office lighting, in public buildings, and for the lighting of sites used for 
education and healthcare. It is convenient to use, with remote maintenance possible 
via web access, and provides comprehensive DALI lighting control that is easily 
integrated into building management systems.

9.3 ENCELIUM LIGHT MANAGEMENT
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DALI Switch SO The DALI Switch SO is a flexible signal converter for use with your ENCELIUM DALI light 
management system (LMS). It is not system specific, so you can use it with all DALI 
control units to provide DALI–controlled switch output for incandescent lamps, via 
OSRAM QUICKTRONIC, OPTOTRONIC, POWERTRONIC and HALOTRONIC electronic 
control gears. It has 3 independent, floating, relay contacts and a switching contact 
ohmic load capacity of 6 A

Wireless Wall Switches The wireless wall switches come in a few different versions with different switch 
combinations. The switch fits into a standard 2x4 wall box and is operated by a battery.

Wireless Sensors The wireless Sensors is a range of highbay and lowbay sensors with wide and narrow 
coverage options. The sensors are battery operated. 

DALI Push Button Coupler The DALI PB Coupler is a push button coupler for installation in wall boxes, including 
flush types. It is powered by the connected DALI wires, and has 4 floating inputs so 
you can use it to connect up to 4 of the scenes and/or effects most appropriate to 
your individual DALI LED installation. It integrates into DALI Professional and DALIeco 
light control systems, and is good choice for classrooms, conference rooms, industrial 
lighting (specifically production and assembly facilities) and office lighting. The DALI 
PB Coupler is compatible with standard pushbuttons, switches and draws its power 
supply from DALI.

DALI Sensor Coupler E
The DALI Sensor Coupler E is a compact unit, that you can install in luminaires to 
integrate light and presence sensors into your ENCELIUM light management system. It 
is suitable for use with daylight–dependent control sensors, and it can be mounted on 
the ceiling or independently, using the ECO CI KIT. It is good for luminaire installation in 
office lighting, industrial lighting, in corridors and warehouses.

9 CONNECTIVITY
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Bacnet Interface To ensure smooth and user–friendly integration, the BACnet Interface creates objects 
with names and descriptions that can be customised to accommodate any BACnet 
client’s naming scheme. It also exports standard BACnet object properties in a clear, 
structured manner and can define an unlimited number of groups of luminaires.

AV Interface To ensure smooth and user–friendly integration, the BACnet Interface creates objects 
with names and descriptions that can be customised to accommodate any BACnet 
client’s naming scheme. It also exports standard BACnet object properties in a clear, 
structured manner and can define an unlimited number of groups of luminaires.

Wireless DALI 
Couplers

Several EnOcean SRC–RS485 EVC wireless receivers can be connected via the Inline 
terminal IB IL RS 485/422–PRO–PAC. Up to 50 EnOcean wireless sensors can be read in 
via an RS–485 terminal.

Wireless Manager
The Wireless DALI coupler enables the connection of standard Dali devices to the 
system wirelessly. Up to 8 DALI devices can be controlled in broadcast mode and up to 
two can be controlled in address mode 

9.3 ENCELIUM LIGHT MANAGEMENT
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Lighting Innovations Africa distributes a range of high quality sensors for hard wired solutions where 
advance networked control is not a requirement. These sensors are a selection of our best sellers for 
all applications.

9 CONNECTIVITY
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LIA - Dual HF

Output Type 2000W

Max Mounting Height 2,5 – 3,5

Coverage at Max Height 10 x 3

Detection Technology HF

LIA - 1MOC063HF

Output Type 2000W

Max Mounting Height 2,5 – 3,5

Coverage at Max Height 12m

Detection Technology HF

LIA- Quat-IR-HD

Output Type 2000W

Max Mounting Height 2,5 10m

Coverage at Max Height 8 x 8 

Detection Technology PIR

Sensors Suitable for office enviroments 

LIA - 3DP-IR

Output Type 2000w

Max Mounting Height 2,5m

Coverage at Max Height 10m

Detection Technology PIR

Time and again, long corridors present challenges to intelligent building automation. They 
are easily overcome with the Dual HF. Fitted with two powerful high–frequency sensors, 
the presence detector can cover an amazing 10 metres in each corridor direction. 
With absolute precision, leaving no movement undetected – and completely without 
inadvertent triggering: the high–frequency technology reliably masks out movements in 
adjacent rooms.

This sensor is specifically for applications in public areas, such as WC cubicles. HF 
works without any lens, the sensor is extremely slim and bears little resemblance with a 
“watchdog”. This makes it hardly vulnerable to vandalism for example.

HD isn’t just restricted to televisions but from now on also used in presence detectors. 
IR Quattro HD provides extremely high–definition detection. 4,800 switching zones and 
a square detection footprint with a presence zone covering a true 64 m² leave no 
margin whatsoever for inadvertent triggering and blind spots. The presence zone can 
be mechanically scaled without the slightest loss of quality. This means IR Quattro HD 
applications in medium to large–size offices, conference and meeting rooms, classrooms 
and lecture theatres as well as sports halls and warehouses can be planned and 
configured with absolute precision.

Remote control–capable ceiling mounted motion detector, with option of surface mount. 
One channel for light switching and special optical system for detection of even the 
smallest movements. Additional functions can be set up using the optional remote control.

9.4 STANDALONE SENSORS
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LIA - HS-MX-543-SI

Output Type 2000W

Max Mounting Height 4 – 12m

Coverage at Max Height 30 x 4m

Detection Technology PIR

High–bay warehouses often have narrow aisles and high ceilings. Too high for most sensors. 
We have just the right solution: the IS 543 MX Highbay infrared motion detector was specifially 
developed for mounting at heights of up to 14 m and for precision detection between narrow 
aisles. Perched up there, it gives you surveillance quality at the highest level, literally. So in the 
future, you can confidently set your sights higher when it comes to sensor systems! Now also 
available for concealed installation.

IS 3360 MX Highbay

Output Type 2000w

Max Mounting Height 4–14m

Coverage at Max Height 18m

Detection Technology PIR

The ceilings are generally quite high in industrial halls and business premises. Good to know 
then that even high ceilings do not present a problem to the IS 3360 MX Highbay. The long–
reach motion detector has an extra–large detection zone and remains absolutely alert even 
when it is installed at a height of up to 14 metres. The IS 3360 MX Highbay is highly reliable.

Sensors Suitable for warehousing

LIA-PRMSHBDE

Output Type 2000w

Max Mounting Height 12–20m

Coverage at Max Height 20 – 40m

Detection Technology PIR

This range of sensor has an increased performance PIR presence detector developed for 
Highbay lighting control in areas with demanding spaces and increased mounting heights. It 
is responsive to the constant shift of an organisation's lighting needs by being programmable 
and adjustable to produce an exceptionally accurate detection beam.

LIA- HB-DANPIR-WD

Output Type 1500W

Max Mounting Height 14m

Coverage at Max Height 28m

Detection Technology PIR

The Highbay PIR occupancy is specifically designed for the automated control of lighting 
loads in areas with demanding mounting heights such as factories, storage aisles, entrance 
halls and sports halls

9 CONNECTIVITY
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LIA- OEM- FSO-01

Output Type 800w

Max Mounting Height 2.8

Coverage at Max Height 6m

Detection Technology PIR

This is an integral occupancy sensor designed to be mounted directly into a luminaire and 
offers a sensor and relay in one device. The wiring and housing of the sensor is installed 
adjacent to the ballast and hidden from view behind the reflector cover. Only the PIR 
detector dome lens and locking ring are visible on the exterior of the fixture.

LIA- BMEBPIR

Output Type 2A

Max Mounting Height 2.3 – 7m

Coverage at Max Height 16 x 16 m

Detection Technology PIR

The batten mount PIR presence detector is specifically designed for mounting on to a batten 
style luminaire allowing retrofit upgrades to existing lighting systems. The units are IP65 rated 
and are therefore suitable for outdoor use as well as wet and wash–down areas. It is an 
integrated unit so no separate power supply is required.

Sensors Suitable for fixture integration

LIA- OEM-T-HF

Output Type 800w

Max Mounting Height 5m

Coverage at Max Height 7m

Detection Technology PIR

High Frequency motion detector for luminaire installation and detects through glass and 
tin materials (except metal). Two housing options allows flexible installation and zero cross 
switching is supported. Settings done via 9 dip switches and has bright out function.

LIA-ORT SN2.2

Output Type 8A

Max Mounting Height 2.5

Coverage at Max Height 6–7m

Detection Technology PIR

Organic Response turns a simple luminaire into an intelligent member of a peer to peer 
lighting network. With Al sensors, communications and intelligence are integrated into the light 
fitting during luminaire assembly so that at site the only cable to be run is the one to mains 
power. This allows incredible simplicity of installation.

9.4 STANDALONE SENSORS
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SIMPLE FUNCTIONALITY

–  Does not need additional controls  

wiring or on site commissioning.

–  Functionality can be optimised  

via a phone or tablet based app.

–   Can be linked to the cloud  

or Building Management System  

for high level functionality.

When movement is detected a signal is relayed via infrared to other Organic Response® luminaires in the area.

Organic Response® uses an innovative Proximity Limited Communication system that reacts to occupancy 
and daylight sensed by a single luminaire detector and then transmits data to nearby luminaires.  Those 
luminaires then communicate with nearby luminaires creating a cascade effect across a building. 

The detector is integrated into every luminaire and includes an infrared transmitter and receiver to create the 
send and receive signal for the building wide wireless communications. As the infrared signal can only travel 
3 metres, every luminaire installed can only communicate with their neighbour, eliminating the need for 
onsite location commissioning. The patented Proximity Limited Communication system will react to complex 
occupancy patterns and modify it's behaviour as the building use changes.

Ambient Light Sensor

Infrared  
Transmitter

Infrared 
Receiver

Motion Sensor

The infrared transmitter 
and receiver in Organic 
Response detectors delivers 
a unique Proximity Limited 
Communication system 

Commonly used detectors have 
functionality for occupancy  
and daylight sensing

Status Indicator

9 CONNECTIVITY
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Immediately accessible through a simple 
smartphone app, Tiers 1– 3 for system 
Optimisation and Configuration are included 
as standard.

One sensor node, 
unlimited flexibility

1. Instant Functionality

–  Default operation delivers Proximity 
Limited Communication

–  No need for expert commissioning 
services

– It just works!

2. Optimisation

Increase energy savings and improve 
occupancy comfort:

– Adjust light levels and dwell times

– Change lighting “Personalities”

– Activate daylight dimming

For more sophisticated interaction, an upgrade to Tier 4 delivers on the promise of the smart lighting 
revolution, where buildings start to adapt to their changing environment and the needs of their 

occupants.

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

3. Configuration

Customise lighting behaviour for

even more flexibility:

– Independent and dependent zones

–  Create customised scenes for example  
in meeting rooms and for presentations 

4. Connected Systems

–  Connection via a mobile  
phone or smart device 

–  Automatic emergency testing  
and centralised error reporting

–  Extract and analyse building data 
such as energy consumption and 
occupancy patterns

–  Access valuable data for building 
use and entry into the Building 
Management System via the Organic 
Response cloud

MOBILE DEVICE 
ACCESS

REMOTE PORTAL 
ACCESS

ROUTER/DIRECT
INTERNET CONNECTION

INTERNET MQQT 
(  SSL ENCRYPTED)

OPTIONAL 
THIRD–PARTY 
INTEGRATION

INTERNET WEB 
INTERFACE

9.5 ORGANIC RESPONSE TECHNOLOGY
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Daylight dimming

Daylight dimming can be activated to 
maximise energy savings in any area that 
is exposed to natural light – every Sensor 
Node has this capability.

Wall washing

Helps maintain vertical illumination on 
certain walls in large open plan offices 
(or highlight feature walls, pendants and 
other striking architectural features) while 
an occupant is anywhere on the floor, 
improving the look and feel of the space 
and occupancy comfort.

Corridor linking

Corridors can be linked to neighbouring 
zones using the smartphone app.

Zones

Allows adjacent areas to respond 
differently to occupancy. Zones can be 
entirely independent (e.g. separating 
the printer galley from the open plan), 
or interdependent (e.g. linking the open 
plan zone to the corridor zone). Handy for 
breakout areas, glass fronted offices, and 
meeting rooms.

Start up mode

Luminaires can be configured to enter  
a pre–set Scene on start–up. This can 
reduce power reticulation and generator 
load in power failure/emergency 
conditions.

The Organic Response® remote app

A simple, intuitive user interface for 
optimising the lighting control system within 
minutes with the press of a few buttons.  
All interaction with the system, including  
all the features highlighted in this diagram, 
is enabled using the app.

Create agile, flexible and 
engaging spaces with 
Organic Response®

9 CONNECTIVITY
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Night lighting/security lighting

Vacant reception areas or lobbies can 
have selected luminaires remain on 
permanently (at chosen light level), 
ensuring a welcoming environment for 
anyone entering the space, upon which 
the luminaires will intuitively brighten.

Detached sensor node housing

Used to control more than one 
luminaire, (e.g. down lights or spot 
lights). Also used to control luminaires 
which cannot accommodate Sensor 
Node integration (e.g. pendants)

Scenes

A wireless Wall Plate allows for manual  
On/Off switching, dimming and scene 
control. It can be mounted anywhere 
within the space and moved simply and 
easily if working requirements change. 
Perfect for scene control in meeting rooms 
or anywhere that requires individual 
dimming control (e.g. closed office).

Sensor node link

Connects two physically isolated Sensor 
Nodes. Ideal for linking a closed office to  
a neighbouring corridor, so that the 
corridor remains on while the office is 
occupied.  
This ensures that a lone occupant exiting 
their office late at night is not confronted  
by darkness.

Personalities

A luminaire’s response to occupancy can 
be configured using the “Personalities” 
feature. There are over a dozen pre–set 
Personalities, allowing you to find the 
ultimate balance between occupancy 
comfort and energy efficiency.

9.5 ORGANIC RESPONSE TECHNOLOGY


